
 
 

 
 
 

 

PRESS RELEASE 
17 January 2022 

 
APPOINTMENT OF DAVID SLINGER AND CHRIS FRANCIS 

 
MCU-Coatings is pleased to announce the appointment of David Slinger (Sales Director) and Chris 

Francis (WA Sales Manager).  David will be working out of the Gold Coast and Chris out of Perth. 

Both gentlemen have over 30 years of coating experience, mostly in senior roles, and are well known 

and respected in the industry.  Chris has held managerial positions with Hempel, Australian Fluid 

Holdings and BASF / Wattyl while David has had managerial positions with Altex/Carboline, PPG and 

Akzo Nobel. 

‘We are excited that David and Chris have joined us. With their knowledge of the industry, and the 

phenomenal value proposition of our 2-coat system we are confident that both David and Chris will be 

hugely successful,’ said Keith Mackenzie, CEO of MCU-Coatings.   

‘Our ability to hire people of this calibre is testament to the quality of our product offering.  It also 

confirms our belief that we are at the forefront of the industry and are able to provide solutions that set 

us apart, and economic savings for both the applicator and asset owner that no other coating company 

can compete with.’ 

 

 
About MCU-Coatings: 

Moisture cured coatings were invented by Bill Brinton in the 1980’s. He sold his coatings business in 

2000 to MCU-Coatings and has continued to work on the technology with the new owners throughout 

the last 20 years. During that time he has systematically proceeded to improve his base resin and 

incorporate better quality pigments and additives. His 40 years of product research and continuous 

improvement culminated in the laboratory testing of a new thin-film 2-coat in 2019 that in independent 

testing has achieved ‘+25 years to first maintenance in a C5 VH environment using a ST3 surface 

preparation’ pursuant to internationally recognised testing standards. This result has also been backed 

up by extensive testing pursuant to ISO, NORSOK and Shell testing standards.  

As a result of these independently validated tests and extensive use over the last 20 years here is little 

doubt that MCU-Coatings is now the world’s best performing protective coating.    

 

For further information contact: 

Keith Mackenzie 

   +61 (0)409 431 396 

   keith@mcu-coatings.com.au 

    www.mcu-coatings.com.au 
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